Abstract -Historically, Joint Photographic Experts Group 2000 (JPEG2000) image compression and multiframe Super Resolution (SR) image processing techniques have evolved separately. We focus on the adaptive wiener filter (AWF) method of SR and study its performance as JPEG2000 is incorporated in three different ways. In particular, we perform compression prior to SR using independent and difference frame methods. We also consider performing compression after SR. We find that the effects of compression can be reduced by decreasing the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) in the correlation model for the AWF SR method, providing a novel approach to treat the compression artifacts. This SNR modification can be done globally or locally. The experimental results include the use of simulated imagery for quantitative analysis. We also include real video results for subjective analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
UPER Resolution (SR) research has grown significantly in recent years [1] . However, the majority of SR research has focused on the use of raw uncompressed image data obtained directly from an imaging sensor. In many practical imaging applications, the acquired video frames must be compressed in order to be transmitted through a band-limited channel or stored using a limited file size. A powerful compression method is the Joint Photographic Experts Group 2000 (JPEG2000) compression. Recently, studies have shown that JPEG2000 is a good choice for compression of high-quality, high-resolution video. In 2004, the motion picture industry, specifically Digital Cinema Initiatives, announced JPEG2000 as the standard for digital delivery of all motion pictures [2] . In light of this, as well as the emergence of some important new classes of SR algorithms, important questions are raised regarding how to best incorporate the benefits of both SR and JPEG2000 image compression. For example, how does compression before SR compare to compression applied after SR? Also, how does SR performance degrade with compression ratio using JPEG2000? We shall attempt to address these and other questions as well in the current research.
We employ a relatively new SR technique based on the Adaptive Wiener filter (AWF). The AWF is a computationally efficient SR method, suitable for real-time implementation, with a generally good performance [3] . Here, we investigate several architectures for combining AWF SR with JPEG2000. These include systems that apply compression prior to SR and those that do compression after SR processing. We study how SR performance is impacted by a wide range of compression ratios (CRs). Based on our findings, we make some practical and important observations and recommendations regarding the joint use of JPEG2000 and AWF SR. We show that by decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the correlation model used by the AWF SR method, the compression artifacts can be tolerated better. This SNR modification can be done globally or locally. A spatially varying SNR model can be used to target specific spatially varying compression artifacts.
II. ARCHITECTURES FOR SR WITH JPEG2000
COMPRESSED IMAGES
There are a number of ways to combine SR algorithms with JPEG2000 compression. Here, we compare by applying AWF SR after performing compression on the low resolution (LR) input frames. We also consider performing AWF SR and then compressing the resulting high resolution (HR) image. When using compression on the multiple input frames prior to SR, we consider both independent and difference frame compression methods as described below.
A. SR after JPEG2000 Compression
The most common scenario is that the imagery from the sensor is compressed for storage and/or transmission immediately after it is acquired. Access to the raw uncompressed imagery for SR may not be possible. Thus, understanding the robustness of SR operating on such compressed imagery is an important problem.
1) Individual Frame Method
Perhaps, the most straightforward method for treating the multi-frame input with compression is to compress each input frame individually and independently. This allows each frame to be decompressed independently, providing an advantage over MPEG, for example. We shall refer to this as the Individual Frame method. The processing is done in MATLAB and the JPEG2000 is achieved with the "imwrite" command using the default JPEG2000 parameters.
It should be noted that SR is the most beneficial technique for significantly undersampled imaging systems where aliasing is present. For such an imaging system, the LR observed frames do not tend to compress well because of the high spatial frequency content. However, since a set of frames suitable for SR must overlap in field of view, these frames are also likely to exhibit significant inter-frame correlation. Thus, we also consider compression of registered difference frames as described below.
2) Difference Frame Method
In this method, the last (i.e., the most recent) observed LR frame is considered to be the reference image. We set the CR for the reference image to be 1/Q times that of the CR for the difference frames generated. The tuning parameter Q is selected based on the application. Here, Q 8 is found to be an effective tuning parameter. Next, if P is the number of LR frames, the decompressed reference frame is shifted to match each of the remaining 1 P − LR frames. 1 P − difference frames are later computed and compressed. The shifts are estimated from the LR frames similar to SR [3] . To be stored and/or transmitted from this compression stage, we have the compressed reference frame along with the compressed difference frames and shifts. The decompression process begins by decompressing the reference and difference frames. Next, the decompressed reference is added to the decompressed difference frames to recover the individual frames.
B. JPEG2000 Compression after the Application of SR
The final architecture considered here applies JPEG2000 compression after SR. In this mode, AWF SR is applied directly to the raw uncompressed imagery from the sensor. The resulting SR image is then compressed with JPEG2000 and transmitted/stored. This mode would be the most practical when SR processing can be done in real-time at the sensor. It is also possible to use this mode if SR is applied forensically to store uncompressed data, the results of which are to be later disseminated in a compressed format.
While the pixel dimensions of the SR image are increased, the aliasing is reduced making the image SR generally easier to compress. Furthermore, the SR process gets the benefit of working on data with no compression artifacts. In our experiments, we combine 16 LR frames to produce a single SR image with upsampling in each dimension of 4 L = .
Thus, the total number of HR and LR pixels is the same. In a video-to-video application, the SR video frame rate may be the same as the LR video rate. In this case, we have 2 L times the number of SR pixels as we do in input pixels. However, the possibility of difference frame compression on the SR video exists for enhanced compression of the SR video.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results that include simulated LR data and a real visible video sequence. The simulated data allows for quantitative performance analysis and the real data allows for subjective in a real application. In addition to comparing the methods described in Section II, we also examine modifying the AWF correlation model in an attempt to treat the compression artifacts more robustly, especially at high CRs.
A. Simulated Data
The first set of simulated data is based on the uncompressed 8-bit Parrot image from the Kodak database [4] . Figure 1(a) shows the region of interest (ROI) in the simulated uncompressed image. This image is 512 × 768 pixels stored as 8 bits per pixel (bpp) grayscale. We artificially degrade this image to simulate the camera observation model [3] . In particular, we simulate LR frames with random translational shift, blur and noise. The simulation Point Spread Function (PSF) model is based on parameters matching the real video data used. The f-number of the optics is 4 and the detector pitch in both horizontal and vertical directions is 5.6 mm. We assume a 100% fill factor and a wavelength of 0.55 m. The down sampling factor, relating the LR and SR image sizes, is 4 L = . Finally, white Gaussian noise with variance of 1 digital unit (DU) is added to simulate low level electronic noise. Figure 1(b) shows the ROI of the LR reference frame compressed with CR 8 and bicubic interpolation.
The ROI of the result after applying AWF SR with 4 L = on the individually compressed LR frames is shown in Fig.  1(c) . Here, the SNR in the AWF correlation model that minimizes the MAE is applied and 0.7 ρ = [3] . The SR images look notably sharper than the image in Fig. 1(b) . But we can observe that the LR frames are rather hard to compress due to aliasing. As a result of the shifts between LR frames, the compression artifacts tend to vary somewhat from frame to frame.
The next ROI result, shown in Fig. 1(d) , is for AWF SR applied to LR frames compressed with difference frame compression. Note that in the difference frame compression method, the group of 16 P = LR frames is set to have an overall CR of 8 to match the individual frame method. Note that this result appears far superior to that obtained with individual frame compression (for the same overall CR). Here, the redundancy between LR frames is exploited by the difference frame compression. At the same time, the differences among the LR frames are exploited by SR. We believe this is perhaps the best way to combine compression and SR.
The ROI of the parrot image obtained using compression after SR is shown in Figure 1 comparison among the SR/compression techniques, frame rate needs to be reduced for this method according to its compression level. Figure 2 represents the plot between the CR and mean absolute error (MAE) for various SR/compression methods for the Kodak Parrot image. The plot clearly indicates that all the SR/compression methods are superior to the bicubic interpolation after JPEG2000 compression method over a range of CRs. Also, it indicates that SR before JPEG2000 compression is the best among the SR/compression methods.
Results obtained using AWF SR on the compressed LR frames can be further improved with the help of spatially varying SNR for AWF SR correlation model. We estimate the local SNR in the observed LR frames by registering them and estimating the signal and noise variance at each pixel location. Compression artifacts tend to be non-uniform and we are able to use a lower SNR in areas with high compression artifacts. Figure 1(c) shows the ROI of the SR image after individual frame compression with CR 8 using the globally optimum AWF SNR of 20.86. Figure 1(f) shows the image formed using the spatially varying SNR model. The artifacts in many areas are reduced using the spatially varying SNR method and the overall MAE is reduced by 10%. Fig. 3(a) . This image provides a good representation of the true chirp pattern. The chirp pattern formed using 4 L = bicubic interpolation after individual frame
compression is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Here, Moire patterns are clearly visible on the chirp due to aliasing. The image is also noticeably blurrier than in Fig. 3(a) . ROI of the AWF SR after individual frame compression is shown in Fig. 3(c) . While this result is quite good, some compression artifacts can be seen in the high spatial frequencies. ROI of AWF SR after difference frame compression is shown in Fig. 3(d) . Figure 3(d) looks comparable to the uncompressed result in Fig. 3(a) . Figure 3 clearly illustrates that the results obtained with the real video data follows the same pattern seen with the simulated data. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained suggest that SR before compression provides the best results when compared to other architectures. However, this may require real-time SR processing at the sensor or storage of full resolution video for later processing. This may not always be feasible. Furthermore, in video-tovideo SR applications with SR prior to compression, the data throughput is significantly increased if the frame rate is the same for the LR and SR frames (since the SR frames are upsampled by L ). Often, a more practical scenario is to apply SR after JPEG2000 compression of the LR frames. With this approach, we have demonstrated that SR processing still provides improvement, even for relatively high CRs, provided that the SNR in the correlation model is adjusted to account for compression artifacts.
When compression is done prior to SR, we have shown that difference frame compression is superior to individual frame compression. Note that a set of frames suitable for multiframe SR must overlap in field of view so that accurate registration is possible. With such overlapping frames, there will tend to be significant inter-frame correlation. With difference frame compression, this redundancy between LR frames is exploited. On the other hand, it is the differences among the LR frames that are exploited by SR to reduce aliasing. This provides a potentially practical and efficient approach for combining SR and JPEG2000 compression.
In summary, AWF SR processing can be effectively combined with JPEG2000 compression. Even at relatively high CRs using simple individual frame compression prior to SR we see improvement over bicubic interpolation. Difference frame compression prior to SR provides improved performance without increasing the video throughput. Also, applying spatially varying SNR could help in the improved performance of AWF SR algorithm with JPEG2000 compression. One potential application for combining SR with compression is in the field of aerial mapping and airborne imaging [5, 6] .
